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Abstract - Mobile Ad-hoc Network contains autonomous system of mobile nodes which can move freely and communicate to each other without fixed infrastructure. These nodes work either as router or host. In MANET there is no centralized controlling authority and topology is not static. So this network is more vulnerable compared to wired and wireless network. Many protocols in MANET work as on demand fashion like AODV. Rushing attacker exploits the duplicate suppression mechanism of AODV, to perform the attack. In this paper we have discussed about the rushing attack and its prevention technique. By modifying some property of AODV, the attack can be avoided or the effect of the attack can be reduced. We have shown the results of prevention and the effect of the prevention to different size of network and different numbers of attackers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad-hoc network is an autonomous system of mobile nodes which communicates to each other via wireless links. MANET is an infrastructure less network. Network topology is dynamic which changes with time. Mobile nodes can be in the bus, train, building, military vehicle etc. There is no centralized controlling authority in the network. Mobile node works as routers to transmit the network information and also works as a host. As there is no centralized controlling authority, the network is more vulnerable. Attacker can easily participate in communication in the network and may affect the network.

Mobile ad hoc network works mainly on two types of protocols: Reactive and Proactive. Reactive protocol is a table driven and Proactive is an on demand protocol. In an on demand protocol, performs path discovery when it wants to perform transmission. In this, sender sends request packet for path discovery and receives response from destination on successful completion.

MANET is wireless and dynamic topology network. So there are vulnerabilities like limited bandwidth, lack of centralized authority, resource constraint, limited power supply, etc. So MANET is more vulnerable than the wired and wireless network.

There are many security issues due to its characteristics in MANET. In MANET attacker can get easily participate as a router or a host in the transmission. There are different routing protocols in MANET. Routing protocols in MANET are mainly two: Proactive, which stores and updates the information of network in routing tables. Examples are OLSR, DSDV, etc. Second is Reactive or on demand, which performs route discovery on request of sender for transmission. Examples are AODV, DSR, SAODV, etc.

Hu, Perrig and Johnson has introduced the attack in MANET, “rushing attack” in their paper [1]. They also presented Rushing Attack Prevention Component to prevent the rushing attack. That can be used for on demand protocol to prevent rushing attack. In this paper there is introduction of rushing attack, its prevention technique and simulation results and its analysis.

II. RUSHING ATTACK

In MANET there are different types of protocols like routing protocols or table driven protocols and on demand protocols. In On demand protocols sender floods REQUEST packets to all the neighbors. In AODV protocol, to avoid the duplication of REQUEST packet, only first REQUEST is forwarded and other are discarded. Hu, Perrig and Johnson have shown in their paper that for Rushing Attack, attacker exploits this characteristic of AODV to perform attack [1].

When sender wants to communicate with other node, it performs route discovery. In that, it floods RREQ packets to neighbors, neighbors floods to their neighbors and so on until destination gets the request. If attacker is able to forward the REQUEST packet to neighbor of the destination first compared to other legitimate nodes, then the route which includes the attacker will be discovered. As the REQUEST’s from other legitimate node arrive later, they are discarded as duplicates. So the legitimate nodes will not be able to communicate with destination. So, rushing attack leads to Denial of Service attack [1].

In figure 1, S is a sender node and D is a destination node. A is an attacker node. B, C, E and F are intermediate legitimate nodes. S wants to communicate with D. Now in on demand protocol, route discovery should be performed for transmission. So, S will forward Route Request packet RREQ to all its neighbors. RREQ from S will be received by A, B and C. Now, they will forward RREQ to their neighbors. Attacker A will forward RREQ to its neighbors quickly compared to B and C. So, E will receive the RREQ from A earlier compared to B. So, E will forward the RREQ to D, which is received from A. E will receive the RREQ from B later, so it will be discarded as duplicate packet. RREQ from F will also arrives at D after the RREQ of E. So, RREQ from F will be also discarded as duplicate packet. D will send the response to S, by the route it receives the request. So
communication route is discovered which contains the attacker A. So A can easily perform attack and does not let other legitimate nodes like B, C and F to communicate.

![Fig 1 Example of Rushing Attack formation](image)

As discussed earlier, rushing attacker performs attack by quickly forwarding request packet to destination compared to other legitimate nodes. Attacker may use different techniques for quickly forwarding the request packet.

**Ignoring delay at either MAC or Routing layer:**
There is delay between packet is accepted and packet is transmitted in MAC layer protocol. Node waits for allowed time slot to transmit the packet to avoid collision in transmission. If there is no delay by MAC, on-demand protocols generally specify a delay between receiving a REQUEST and forwarding it, to avoid collisions of the REQUEST packets in transmission [1]. Attacker ignores delay by MAC or routing protocol for transmitting request packet. So it can forward the REQUEST packet quickly, compared to other legitimate node.

**Flooding REQUESTs with bogus authentication:**
Legitimate node authenticates the REQUESTs it receives. Attacker floods request packets containing bogus authentication and makes the legitimate nodes busy in authenticating them. In this way, attacker makes the transmission queue of the legitimate node full. Legitimate node will not be able to forward or process the REQUEST packet quickly. So REQUEST packet forwarding or processing will be slower.

**Transmitting REQUEST at higher transmission power:**
Attacker may forward the REQUEST packets with higher transmission power. So it will be able to bypass the intermediate nodes. Transmission time will be less as the number of hops will be reduced and the processing time will be also reduced. So the REQUEST packet can be forwarded to destination quickly.

**Performing Wormhole:**
In Wormhole there is a tunnel between two attackers, by which they can communicate directly and quickly. At one end one attacker forwards the REQUEST packet and second attacker at the other end receives it. In wired network, transmission can be performed faster. So, if two attackers communicate using wired tunnel or performs wormhole, then it will be able to forward the REQUEST packet quickly compared to other legitimate nodes and legitimate node near attacker will not be able to discover the route.

### III. PREVENTION OF RUSHING ATTACK

We do not forward the request which comes first. We can store some number of requests at node and select randomly from them to forward. So we can prevent from attacker, which exploits the property of AODV.

For prevention from higher transmission power or by wormhole, we can specify timeout at node. We set some timeout which is normal time for transmission from previous node to that node. If packet arrives before the timeout, we can identify it as the packet from attacker node. We can remove it and can inform other legitimate nodes.

Fig 2 shows the process of prevention from rushing attack. Here as in fig, we perform mainly to process combined. That is, discarding the packets which arrive before threshold time and randomly forwarding the request from collected requests.
As in fig 3, when S forwards request packet A, B, and C will receive it. B and C will check the timeout, if request is arrived before the time or not. If not, then stores the request and forwards randomly. Now at node E, the request from A will arrive first. E will check the timeout. If attacker forwards the packet quickly compared to normal time, E will discard the request from attacker A and will wait for next request. So we can prevent the network from attacker.

Then also, if request from attacker arrives after timeout, but before compare to other legitimate node, then E will store that request, rather forwarding it. E will wait for some other requests to come. E will receive request from B. E will select the request from A and B randomly, and will forward it to D. So there is less chance of forwarding the request from A.

Here, in example there are less number of nodes. So, selection is from A and B is performed. But, in practical, there may be large number of nodes which forwards the requests to E. So from large number of nodes, chance of selection of forwarding A’s request is very less. In this way, by modifying the property of AODV; forwarding the first request, we can prevent the network from rushing attack.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

For Simulation we have used Network Simulator 2.34. The properties of network for simulation are shown in Table 1. Nodes are created and the transmission is performed. Simulation is performed before prevention and after applying the prevention process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>100s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>500m by 500m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Figure 4, we can show that the dropping rate of packet is higher when attack is performed. After applying prevention, we can show that the dropping rate is decreased. As we know that, in rushing attack some packets from legitimate nodes are dropped as duplicate packet. After prevention, we can reduce the effect of attack by the mechanism as we discussed earlier.

![Figure 4 Result comparison](image)

Simulation is also performed for this technique in different scenarios like different numbers of multiple attackers and different size of network or different numbers of nodes. Table 2 shows the simulation result with different numbers of attackers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Attackers</th>
<th>Packet Delivery ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>91.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>79.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 5 shows the graph, number of attacker nodes vs. packet delivery ratio. From that we can see that as number of attacker nodes increases, packet delivery ratio decreases. The effect of attack increases as the number of attacker nodes increases. As the number of attacker nodes increases, the probability of receiving a request packet from an attacker node is more. So, dropping rate or the effect of the attack is higher. The effect of prevention is reduces as the number of attackers increases.

![Fig 5 Attacker nodes vs. Packet delivery ratio](image)

Simulation is also performed for this technique with different size of network. Table 3 shows the results of simulation with different numbers of nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers of nodes</th>
<th>Packet Delivery Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>99.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>81.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>71.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 6 shows the graph, Numbers of nodes vs. Packet delivery ratio. From graph, we can see that as the numbers of nodes in the network are increased, packet dropping ratio is decreased. So, the effect of prevention decreases as the number of nodes in the network increases. The effect of attack is higher for larger numbers of nodes.

![Graph showing packet delivery ratio vs. number of nodes]

Fig 6 Number of nodes vs. Packet delivery ratio
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